**Casebook:** Kenneth S. Abraham, Insurance Law and Regulation (4th ed.).

Class 1: Lecture: “Basic Concepts of Insurance”
Class 2: Casebook, pp. 1-19
Class 3: Casebook, pp. 19-36
Class 6: Casebook, pp. 61-82
Class 7: Casebook, pp. 82-103
Class 8: Casebook, pp. 104-41
Class 9: Casebook, pp. 105-06 (review); 141-71
Class 10: Casebook, pp. 441-59 (general overview of CGL policy); 461-80
Class 11: Casebook, pp. 480-501
Class 13: Casebook, pp. 510-29
Class 14: State v. Signo Trading, 130 N.J. 51 (1992); Casebook, pp. 529-40
Class 16: Casebook, pp. 540-63
Class 20: Casebook, pp. 621-30; Mowry v. Badger State Mutual Cas. Co., 129 Wis.2d 496 (1986)
Class 22: Casebook, pp. 630-42; 739-61
Class 23: Casebook, pp. 172-96 (general overview of Fire & Property policy); Casebook, pp. 197-203; 244-52; 401-07
Class 24: Casebook, pp. 252-75; 203-11
Class 25: Casebook, pp. 211-44
Class 26: Casebook, pp. 354-82
Class 27: Casebook, pp. 382-401
Class 28: Review